100345 (AST/Soldotna) – RFI 2/20 – no action taken
100346 (Fairbanks Airport PD) – RFI - 1/5 – performed during a test, test - no action taken
100361 (Unalaska PD) – Blank Error - 1/9 – successful subject test obtained after blank error – no action taken
100362 (Ft. Yukon PD) – Tank Interference – 1/4 – all tests were conducted on the same subject, filter 3 elevated, successful subject test obtained after tank interference – no action taken
100363 (Nome PD) – Pump Error – 1/6 - successful subject test obtained after pump error – no action taken
100364 (APD) – Interference Detected – 1/102 – no action taken
100365 (North Pole PD) – RFI, Pump Error and Tank Interference – 3/15 (one of each) – no action taken
100367 (Palmer PD) – RFI, Pump Error and Standard Out of Range – 3/27 (one of each) – no action taken
100368 (AST/Willow) – Pump Error – 1/3 - performed during a test, test - no action taken
100376 (Metlakta PD) – Blank Error – 1/20 – no action taken
100384 (Juneau PD) – Interference Detected – 1/23 - successful subject test obtained after – no action taken
100387 (Fairbanks PD) – RFI – 4/32 – no action taken
100391 (Wrangell PD) – Interference Detected – 1/9 - performed during a test, test - no action taken
100392 (Kodiak PD) – Pump Error – 1/12 - successful subject test obtained after – no action taken
100396 (APD) – RFI – 2/31 – no action taken *(instrument removed from service on 1/20/2017 for lack of functional phone line at location, instrument returned to service on 1/23/2017 with repair of phone line)*
100397 (AST/Fairbanks) – RFI and Pump Error – 7/45 – RFI X 6 and Pump Error X 1, instrument scheduled to be replaced in 3-2017 due to non-connectivity
100400 (NSBPD) – Interference Detected – 2/3 – both tests on the same subject, blood sample obtained, no action taken
100406 (Craig PD) – Pump Error, Tank Interference, Blank Error and Ambient Fail – 7/11 – instrument removed from service on 2/5/2017 due to pump errors.
100421 (JBER) – RFI, Interference Detected, Tank Interference, Blank Error - 10/41 - all interference showed elevated filter 3 and were followed by a successful test, all blank errors were followed by a successful test, monitoring instrument
100423 (Ft. Wainwright) – Pump Error – 1/17 – no action taken
100667 (AST/Mat-Su West) – RFI – 1/14 – no action taken
100670 (AST/Bethel) – Interference Detected – 1/3 - successful subject test obtained after – no action taken
100685 (AST/Tok) – Interference Detected – 4/5 – all tests performed on the same subject and a successful subject test obtained after – monitoring instrument

100690 (Sitka PD) – Interference Detected and Tank Interference – 3/19 - a successful subject test obtained after – no action taken

100691 (Valdez PD) – Gas Flow Error – 1/4 – Tank change performed and status message has not been repeated – no action taken

100698 (Kenai PD) – Standard Out of Range – 2/27 - Tank change performed and status message has not been repeated – no action taken